


As the old jungle wise monkey’s saying goes, “one animal’s friend is another 
animal’s feast”. 
 
There is only one exception - the lion, he is the king of the hill, the food-
chain hill of course. All animals - from antelope to hippopotamus - are 
nothing more than a 'blue plate special' for him. To all these animals, the lion 
is seen as the "Terror of the Savannah". 
 
Like all lions, LEON strives to live up to the title, but alas, he always proves 
that he is the one exception to the exception - earning the title, the "Error 
of the Savannah!". 
 
LEON has a real instinct for the hunt, attacking everything that moves! He 
is unstoppable, a strategizer - yet fumbles every approach and frontal 
attack. King of the hill? Maybe not. Meet LEON, the king of endurance and 
the extreme shock, stretch, splat, flat, flip, zam, zoom, bang, boom. 
 
LEON reveals what the documentarians on the animal kingdom kindly don’t 
share: a far-fetched world where the preys are smarter than the predator, a 
savannah where the fantasy and the absurd take on ... the lion’s share! 



Far from being a ruthless, imposing predator, Leon is an 
absent-minded, clumsy lion whose plans to catch his prey 
always backfire on him. His main good points are, without a 
doubt, his imagination, his perseverance and … his shock-
resistance! 





 
 
A lovestruck hippo chases Leon all over the Savannah - he can 
run but he can't hide! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Leon's rock has a squatter - A Marabou who is quite capable 
of hypnotizing Leon against his will… 

 
 
A meteor crashes in the savannah and Leon inadvertenly swallows 
a chunk, becoming magnetic and attracting all things metalic 



 
 
A monkey finds an old polaroid camera with which he takes all 
the animal pictures. 

 
 
Leon tries to get rid of a rhinocerous who acts like his dog 
and constantly brings him a stone to play fetch. 

 
 
The Warthog discovers a mask with evil magical powers and 
delights in terrifying Leon 



  



  



  



  



http://vimeopro.com/pgsentertainment/leon

